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Masterclass:

Working with alcohol 
inks can be a whole 
lot of fun. They are an

alcohol-based colouring medium
that can be applied to lots of
different types of materials but
work particularly well on non-
absorbent or semi-absorbent
ones such as gloss card, metal,
plastic and vellum. Alcohol inks
are transparent and fast drying
and can be applied directly from
the bottle, with a brush, via a felt
applicator or even by using them
in refillable marker pens, so there
are lots of options for creating
interesting effects and styles!

There are now several
different brands of alcohol ink on
the market and it’s really down
to which colours you want and
your budget. Probably the ones
we are most familiar with are the
Ranger Adirondack Tim Holtz
Alcohol Inks, which come in 5fl oz

bottles that have a very useful
precision tip. However, you will
also find that most of the major
alcohol-based marker pen
brands, such as Kuretake ZIG
Kurecolor, Copics and Letraset
ProMarkers sell their inks in
bottles that you can use to
refill pens or as alcohol inks
in their own right. 

The best way to start
working with alcohol inks is to
get some gloss card and start
experimenting. Add a drop of
your favourite alcohol ink colour
to the gloss side of the card and
watch how it spreads out. Then
add a drop of another colour
next to the first and see how
the inks interact. Try to add the
colours at the same time and
watch how they mix. You will
soon get a feel for how alcohol
inks work with each other and
the cardstock. 

Different materials will also
affect the way the final piece
looks as you get a different 
effect on acetate, gloss cardstock
and metal, for example. Some
gloss cardstocks can absorb 
the alcohol inks more quickly
than others and this can change
the way the alcohol inks work
on the card. It is always worth
trying out new cardstock or
other materials with the 
alcohol inks before using them
on a project, to get a feel for
how they work together.

Once you’ve had a go at
using the alcohol inks directly,
try using a felt applicator, which
is a piece of felt attached with
Velcro to a handle to make it
easier to use. Add two or three
drops of alcohol ink to the felt
and use a dabbing up and down
motion to apply the colour to a
piece of gloss card. Then try

adding different colours to the
same piece of felt and see what
effects you can create on the
card. Try using circular motions
or swipe the applicator across
the gloss card to vary the look. 
You can keep working the colour
if you don’t like the effect at first
or want to add more texture.
Try adding a new colour or a
blending solution, which is an
alcohol ink base but without
the colour. Alcohol inks also
come in metallic or pearl colours
that can add shimmer, sheen
and even texture to a piece and
also work really beautifully on
black gloss card. One you’ve
mastered the basics, there
is a whole range of different
techniques to get your teeth
into, as shown on the cards
here, so get your alcohol inks
out and see what effects you
can make with them. 

alcohol inksThese funky cards
made using alcohol inks
are sure to impress!

Kim Dellow
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You’ll need
3white 15.5cm-square card blank
3white gloss cardstock
3red cardstock
3Lemon Yellow ZIG 

Kurecolor alcohol ink
3Red Pepper, Stream &

Butterscotch Ranger Tim Holtz
Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink
3Stampendous! Fresh 

Bloom stamp
3Lost Coast Designs Wish,

Wisdom, Grow, Believe 
stamp set

3drinking straw or
compressed air can

3felt alcohol ink applicator
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Cover the card front with
red cardstock leaving a

narrow border, then cut a
13cm square of gloss
cardstock. 

2Add colour to the
gloss card by adding

a drop of alcohol ink and 
immediately blowing on it 
with a drinking straw or the
compressed air can. Repeat 
to add colour to the top-left

and bottom-right corners.

3Stamp the Wish, 
Wisdom, Grow, Believe

image in the top-left 
corner and affix the panel 
to the card front using 
3D foam pads.

4Swipe a felt applicator with
a few drops of Red Pepper

alcohol ink over the top of a
new piece of gloss cardstock,
then stamp a flower and cut it
out. Secure to the card front
using 3D foam pads.

Wish 
wisdom 
grow

30
MINUTES
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Thinking of you
You’ll need
3teal 15x10.5cm

tent-fold card blank 
3gloss cardstock
3Lemon Yellow ZIG 

Kurecolor alcohol ink
3Red Pepper & Stream 

Ranger Tim Holtz 
Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger 
Archival Ink 

3sentiment stamp
3paper clips
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Cut a 14x10cm piece of
gloss cardstock, hold it

upright and drip alcohol inks
gently down the panel.

2Colour three paper clips with
alcohol ink and allow to dry.

3Add the coloured paper clips
to the gloss cardstock panel,

stamp the sentiment in the
bottom right then affix to the
card front using 3D foam pads.

Wisdom30
MINUTES

You’ll need
3white 13.5cm-square 

tent-fold card blank
3gloss cardstock
3Lemon Yellow ZIG 

Kurecolor alcohol ink
3Red Pepper, Stream &

Butterscotch Ranger 
Tim Holtz Adirondack 
Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger 
Archival Ink 

3Stampendous! Geo 
Bubbles stamp

3Lost Coast Designs 
Wish, Wisdom, Grow, 
Believe stamp set

33D foam pads

Step by step

1Cut an 11.5cm-square 
piece of gloss card to fit

the card front and drip the
alcohol inks onto the top 
and bottom sections. Let 
each colour dry before 
adding a new one.

2Stamp the Geo Bubbles
image on the top and

bottom of the gloss panel,
then stamp the ‘Wisdom’ 
part of the Wish, Wisdom,
Grow, Believe image into 
the centre as shown.

3Secure this panel to 
the card front using 

3D foam pads.

15
MINUTES
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You’ll need
3white 15.5cm-square card blank
3white cardstock
3gloss cardstock
3acetate
3Lemon Yellow ZIG Kurecolor alcohol ink
3Stream & Butterscotch Ranger Tim
Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black StãzOn inkpad
3Stampendous! Fresh Bloom stamp
3sentiment stamp

3Spellbinders Nestabilities
Standard Circles dies 

3manual die-cutting machine
3eyelets & eyelet setter
3felt alcohol ink applicator
3paint brush
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Stamp a flower onto 
acetate using StãzOn ink 

and colour as shown below.

2Cut a 14.5cm-square piece of
gloss cardstock and die-cut a

circular aperture into the centre. 

3Add a couple of drops of 
Lemon Yellow alcohol ink 

to a felt applicator and use a
dabbing motion to colour the 
gloss panel. 

4Add more colour as in Step 3
using Butterscotch alcohol ink.

How to... paint with alcohol inks on acetate

1Stamp the image onto acetate using
StãzOn ink, then turn the image over

before adding any alcohol inks.
2Add a drop of alcohol ink directly to the

brush and immediately apply the brush to
the back of the image and colour the whole
flower, reapplying alcohol ink as needed.

3To add touches of another colour of alcohol ink,
first wash the brush with blending solution then

add the new colour and touch it to the areas you
want on the image. You can retouch areas with the
original colour if you’re not happy with the look.

You’re
beautiful

40
MINUTES

5Cut out a hole in the card front,
stick the acetate to the gloss

panel with the flower showing
through the aperture and secure to
the card front using 3D foam pads.

6Stamp a sentiment onto a
panel of white cardstock, set

eyelets coloured with Stream
alcohol ink in each corner and
attach in the bottom-right corner
using 3D foam pads.
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Step by step

4Stamp the Geo Bubbles image over the
coloured gloss panel using Jet Black

Archival Ink and trim to 9.5x14cm.
5Colour the metal charm using Stream and

Lemon Yellow alcohol inks and a brush.
Colour the eyelets as well, then set them in
the coloured gloss panel as shown.

6Add a piece of ribbon to the charm and
thread through the eyelet holes, then fix

the coloured gloss panel to the card front
using 3D foam pads.

1Add a couple of drops of each colour of
alcohol ink to a felt applicator so that you

end up with a vertical line of alcohol ink drops
in the following order – Stream, Butterscotch,
Lemon Yellow, Butterscotch, Stream.

2Swipe the applicator from Step 1 once
across a piece of gloss cardstock. Add a

couple of drops of Stream alcohol ink to a
fresh piece of felt.

3Use the Stream applicator from Step 2 to
swipe across any white areas left on the

gloss card panel. Try to make each swipe a
single straight line across the card.

Flying 
swirls
You’ll need
3white 10.5x15cm card blank
3gloss cardstock
3Lemon Yellow ZIG

Kurecolor alcohol ink
3Stream & Butterscotch

Ranger Tim Holtz
Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink 
3Stampendous! Geo

Bubbles stamp
3eyelets & eyelet setter
3white ribbon
3metal bird charm
3felt alcohol ink applicator
3brush
33D foam pads

30
MINUTES

You can make your
own backgrounds

with alcohol inks to use
as they are or to punch and
cut out to make interesting
embellishments

tip
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How to... marble with alcohol inks

1Add a drop of alcohol ink to a shallow tray
filled with water. If you want to have

multiple colours also add a drop of another
colour. Float a piece of card on the water and
lift off immediately; this piece can be discarded.

2Keep floating pieces of card or paper
onto the water surface and lifting off

immediately to get different marbling
patterns. Refresh with new ink as the
colour starts to get too light. 

3Once the cards are dry, pick your favourite to
stamp on and use the appropriate inkpad for

the type of card used, eg StãzOn or Ranger
Archival for gloss cardstock.

30
MINUTES

You’ll need
3white 15x10.5cm card blank
3gloss cardstock
3Red Pepper & Stream
Ranger Tim Holtz
Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger Archival ink 
3Stampendous! Geo Bubbles
& Fresh Bloom stamps

3sentiment stamp
3felt alcohol ink applicator
3water tray
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Cut a 14x9.5cm piece ofgloss cardstock and swipe a
felt applicator with a couple of
drops of Stream alcohol ink
across the panel.

2Stamp the Geo Bubblesimage in the top-left corner of
the gloss panel and affix to the
card front using 3D foam pads.

3Colour a piece of glosscardstock as shown 
below, then stamp the 
flower onto this, cut out 
and fix in place using 3D 
foam pads. 

4Stamp a sentiment ontowhite cardstock, trim into
two pieces and adhere as
shown using 3D foam pads.

Best wishesRemember to
use the correct

ink for the material
you are using, eg
StãzOn or Ranger
Archival with glossy
surfaces, Memento
if you plan to use
them with refillable
marker pens or
StãzOn on acetate

tip
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Stockists
n Ranger Tim Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Inks, Ranger Inkssentials
gloss paper, felt applicators & Blending Solution are available from
www.craftobsessions.co.uk
n ZIG Kurecolor alcohol inks & Blending Solution are available
from www.kuretakeshop.co.uk

n Stampendous! Fresh Bloom & Geo Bubbles stamps are
available from www.handyhippo.co.uk
n Lost Coast Designs Wish, Wisdom, Grow, Believe stamp sets
are available from www.thatscrafty.co.uk
n Empty Copic Sketch Markers are available from
www.cultpens.com

Step by step

1Cut a 14x9.5cm piece ofyellow cardstock, round 
the corners, emboss then
attach to the card front using
3D foam pads.

2Stamp a flower image ontothe alcohol ink marker pen
paper using Tuxedo Black
Memento ink.

3Add a few drops of theLemon Yellow alcohol ink to
the refillable alcohol ink marker
pen and, once the pen is
primed, use it to colour the
flower from Step 2.

4Add some texture to theyellow flower from Step 3
by adding a drop of Red Pepper

alcohol ink directly to the tip of
the brush nib of the refillable
pen and use a flicking motion
on the flower. Repeat to finish
the flower and cut out.

5Add a few drops of RedPepper alcohol ink to a felt
applicator and swipe it across
some gloss card, then stamp

two flowers with Jet Black
Archival Ink and cut out.

6Secure all the flowers to thecard front as shown, using
3D foam pads for the top one.

7Stamp a sentiment onto white cardstock, 
trim into a banner shape 
and adhere to finish.

30
MINUTES

You’ll need
3white 15x10.5cm
tent-fold card blank

3gloss cardstock
3yellow & white cardstock
3alcohol ink marker pen paper
3Lemon Yellow ZIG Kurecolor
alcohol ink

3Red Pepper & Butterscotch
Ranger Tim Holtz
Adirondack Alcohol Inks

3Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink

3Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
3Stampendous! Fresh 
Bloom stamp

3Couture Creations Waterfall
embossing folder

3manual die-cutting machine
3sentiment stamp
3corner-rounder punch
3felt alcohol ink applicator
3empty refillable alcohol
ink marker pen

33D foam pads

Celebrating
Alcohol inks
spread really

quickly on plastic, so
if you want to colour
something delicate
only add a very
small amount of
the ink at one time

tip
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